Personalised Hosting Services
We do not sell commercial hosting services like BlueHost, GoDaddy and Hostgator. But we provide
integrated hosting solutions to our customers to avoid the hassles to manage a shared hosting
account at 3rd party. We really are not too much keen to give this service but we are forced to do it
because managing a shared hosting account often become painful for a customer. It often become
too slow and vulnerable to security hack because of some evil sites hosted in the same server. The
security and performance risks are low with us because we host only our own developed sites here.
We do not mind to give personalized services related to hosting at a 3rd party shared server. In that
case we will not charge for the server resources but for the services we will provide. We will charge
you separately for any mishap (say security hack) caused from server end. We can manage your
hosting on a VPS or on a dedicated server where you will have fewer security risks & performance
issues.

What does it Cost?
For hosting a small website developed by us, the cost will be integrated with the monthly
maintenance contract. We do not sell hosting services separately.
We can also hire a VPS / Dedicated server for you from a reliable webhost (Rack Space / Lunar Pages)
and take all the hassles related to hosting. The cost will depend on the hosting server and associated
services you will get from us.

Why Hire Us
We really do not want to make a big money from the selling hosting services but we do it to reduce
the pain of our customers when they host it with an unreliable hosting server. We just help our
customers with the knowledgebase we have. To sleep well at night we purchase dedicated / VPS
servers from reliable vendors like rackspace/Lunar pages.
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